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4 diagnosis was associated with duration of disease for Acanthamoeba keratitis (r s = 0.60, p = 0.001).
Conclusions
The diagnostic accuracy of microbial keratitis by confocal microscopy is dependent on observer experience. Intra-observer repeatability was better than inter-observer reproducibility. Difficulty in distinguishing host cells from pathogenic organisms limits the value of confocal microscopy as a stand-alone tool in diagnosing microbial keratitis.
INTRODUCTION 1 2
Difficulties in clinical and microbiological diagnosis are one of the major problems in 3 the management of microbial keratitis particularly when caused by protozoa 4 (Acanthamoeba and Microsporidia), fungi or filamentary bacteria. Diagnosis of these 5 pathogens is difficult as they often take days or weeks to grow in culture and, in any 6 case, culture is insensitive with culture positive rates rarely exceeding 60%. [1] 7 Although culture is still the primary diagnostic tool in tertiary referral centres it is not 8 widely available to many patients because of limited resources. 9
10
The confocal microscope allows detailed in vivo analysis of normal[2] and 11 pathological corneas. In patients with presumed corneal infection, it is used in 12 diagnosis and in examination of the extent of involvement of tissue by infection and 13 associated inflammation. All published studies have been directed at diagnosis and a 14 number have shown both white light and laser confocal microscopy to be effective in 15 diagnosing Acanthamoeba, [3] [4] [5] fungal, [6] [7] [8] Nocardia [9] and Microsporidia 16 keratitis.
[10] However, these studies only present case series or reports and there are 17 limited published data on evaluating the diagnostic accuracy of confocal microscopy. 18
Two recent studies have found high sensitivity and specificity values for diagnosing 19 fungal keratitis (FK) and Acanthamoeba keratitis (AK) with the Confoscan 3.0 (Nidek 20 Technology, Padova, Italy). [11, 12] However, factors such as observer or selection 21 bias, the absence of masking the observers from the microbiological diagnosis, and 22 lack of appropriate controls may have resulted in overestimates of the sensitivity and 23 specificity values. Although experience in interpreting confocal keratitis images is 24 essential, the accuracy of diagnosing microbial keratitis by clinicians with differing 25 6 levels of confocal microscopy experience and the potential of using trained 26 technicians in interpreting images have not previously been assessed. These as controls because they are normally too small to detect with confocal microscopy, 47 [9, 13] therefore the case which was culture positive for both fungus and bacteria was 48 classified as a fungal keratitis for the purposes of the study. We did not classify 49 structures that are large enough to be distinguished by confocal microscopy. [9] 51 Empirical treatments started prior to assessment in this study included topical 52 antimicrobial agents and topical steroids for presumed herpes, bacterial or keratitis of 53 unknown cause, respectively. Irrespective of the referring diagnosis, all patients had 54 undergone a full clinical examination by a corneal specialist and repeat corneal 55 scraping for culture and confocal microscopy on the same day. If the scraping was 56 culture negative, and the keratitis progressive, then a corneal biopsy was later 57 performed. Exclusion criteria were culture or biopsy negative keratitis cases, and 58 patients who declined to have confocal microscopy or a corneal culture as part of their 59 clinical investigation. The reference standard for this study was a diagnosis either by 60 isolation on culture of a corneal scraping or histological diagnosis on a corneal biopsy; 61 other ancillary culture sources such as contact lens case and solutions were not used. 62
The clinical outcomes were recorded for all the patients in the study and were 63 consistent with the diagnosis based on culture or histology therefore it is unlikely, but 64 possible, that there was unrecognised polymicrobial infections which may have been 65 identified on confocal but not by culture or biopsy. We followed the Standards for 66
Reporting of Diagnostic accuracy (STARD) initiative in conducting this study. [14] 67 68
Culture and biopsy methods 69
Corneal scrapings for microbial culture were inoculated on the following media: 70 blood agar, Sabouraud's dextrose agar (fungi), Robertson's cooked meat (anaerobic 71 bacteria), Escherichia coli-seeded non-nutrient agar (Acanthamoeba), brain heart 72 infusion (fastidious organisms, fungi) and Lowenstein-Jensen (mycobacteria, 73 Nocardia). Scrapings were smeared on sterile glass slides for Gram and Giemsa stains. was more than one infiltrate, the same scanning sequence was repeated for each 98 infiltrate. The wavelength of the laser employed in the HRT II / RCM is 670 nm and 99
Image selection 104
The confocal images of all the scans were reviewed by two experienced confocal 105 microscopist (SH and JD). In diagnosing keratitis, a considerable amount of time is 106 often needed to find an image that would yield sufficient information to be able to 107 identify the organism. This is due to masking of the organisms by the cellular 108 inflammatory response and that they seldom distribute evenly within the cornea 109 during active infection. Therefore, to ensure all our observers had the maximum 110 likelihood in diagnosing the type of keratitis, the best quality 384 The reference standard consisted of 52 culture positive cases from corneal scrapings 179 and 10 histopathologically confirmed cases on corneal biopsy. Sensitivity, specificity 180 and likelihood ratio values for each observer are shown in Table 1 . 181
182
The highest sensitivity value obtained was 55.8% and the highest specificity value 183 84.2%. We found fair to moderate agreement between observers and reference 184 standard (κ, 0.22-0.44), moderate to good agreement in intra-observer variability (κ, 185 0.56-0.88), and poor to moderate agreement in inter-observer variability (κ, 0.15-0.47), 186 [12] found very high sensitivity (>90%) in 241 diagnosing AK and FK respectively with the Confoscan 3. Tu et al, [12] using multi-242 test referencing standards, reported that when there are both clinical characteristics 243 and objective evidence of AK, the adjunctive usage of confocal microscopy exhibited 244 a sensitivity of 90.6% and specificity of 100%. In our study, we set out to evaluate the 245 diagnostic accuracy of confocal microscopy as a stand alone tool rather than a 246 supportive investigative technique, without the bias and influence of clinical findings. 247
Although assessing confocal images in the absence of clinical data does not reflect the 248 use of confocal microscopy in clinical settings, it is the only way to avoid bias when 249 analysing the images. Our inclusion criteria were based on culture positive cases 250 irrespective of confocal classification. Although we chose only one representative 251 image from each case this was the best available image for the organism that was 252 cultured from each case giving the observers the best opportunity to make a correct 253 confocal diagnosis; we believe that reviewing a series of images from each case 254 would either have made a correct confocal diagnosis more difficult or have had no 255 effect on the outcome. In addition, it allowed standardisation when viewing the 256 images so that all observers assessed the same number of images consecutively. The 257 absence of controls in the previous studies and the use of confocal 'positive' without 258 culture confirmation as a reference standard, or for the case definition [11, 12] , could 259 lead to selection bias and misdiagnosis resulting in an overestimation of sensitivity 260 values. [12, 21, 22 ] This is evident from our controls in which immune cells can often 261 be confused with AK cysts and vice versa leading to erroneous diagnosis. 262 Furthermore, 'good' confocal images have been illustrated in most published studies 263 to present findings without discussion of difficulties in analysing equivocal images. 264
We found fair to moderate agreement between reference standard and observer 265 diagnosis when a case mix of equivocal and unequivocal images were analysed by our 266 observers. The rigorous criteria in our study design in regard to the use of masked 267 observers and controls could explain why sensitivity values, even for the most 268 experienced observer, were lower. related the number of cysts seen and the way they distribute with the different stages 312 of the disease process. In early disease, where the organism is mainly confined to the 313 epithelium, the presence of large numbers of inflammatory cells made diagnosing AK 314 more difficult because of the difficulty in distinguishing AK cysts and particularly 315 a greater number of Acanthamoeba cysts seen in the images or the fact that they were 317 easier to identify because of a reduction in the type and number of host cells seen. Our 318 experience, therefore, suggests that AK is easier to identify with confocal microscopy 319 in the later stages of infection. 320
321
The use of confocal microscopy in diagnosing FK has been widely reported in the 322 literature. Clinically, Nocardia may be misdiagnosed as mycotic or mycobacterial keratitis, [9, 25] 
